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Abstract: Studying interactions of children with humanoid robots in familiar spaces in natural
contexts has become a key issue for social robotics. To fill this need, we conducted several Child–
Robot Interaction (CRI) events with the Pepper robot in Polish and Japanese kindergartens. In
this paper, we explore the role of trust and expectations towards the robot in determining the
success of CRI. We present several observations from the video recordings of our CRI events and
the transcripts of free-format question-answering sessions with the robot using the Wizard-of-Oz
(WOZ) methodology. From these observations, we identify children’s behaviors that indicate trust
(or lack thereof) towards the robot, e.g., challenging behavior of a robot or physical interactions
with it. We also gather insights into children’s expectations, e.g., verifying expectations as a causal
process and an agency or expectations concerning the robot’s relationships, preferences and physical
and behavioral capabilities. Based on our experiences, we suggest some guidelines for designing
more effective CRI scenarios. Finally, we argue for the effectiveness of in-the-wild methodologies for
planning and executing qualitative CRI studies.
Keywords: child–robot interaction; social robotics; in-the-wild studies; trust in CRI; expectations in
CRI; ethnographic studies in CRI; field studies in CRI; CRI in kindergarten; qualitative studies in CRI
1. Introduction
Due to a growing number of social robots being deployed to interact with children,
both neurotypical and those with special needs, the field of Child–Robot Interaction (CRI
henceforth) is facing many research challenges. One challenge is to design anthropomor-
phic manipulators that show human-like behaviors. For this, several machine-learning
algorithms are being deployed [1,2]. Another is to extract emotions from motions and
gestures, for which recurrent neural networks have been employed [3], and from signals
collected using wearable wireless sensors, for which unsupervised machine learning ap-
proaches have been proposed [4]. Unsupervised learning is also applied in [5], where
deep-learning auto-encoders are used for recognizing human activity and engagement.
Advantages and problems of deep learning applications in robotics are discussed in [6],
and [7] presented challenges and case studies related to deep learning in robotics.
Another major challenge in CRI is to design and conduct interaction scenarios that are
based on trust and that fulfill children’s expectations. To study these two factors in real-life
CRI situations, we followed an in-the-wild methodology, in which scenarios are designed
for children to interact with a robot in their natural environment (e.g., their classroom)
using activities with which they are familiar and which are interesting to them. Our studies
were conducted in Poland and Japan with children in the 4–7-year age group and the
humanoid robot Pepper.
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We believe that the observations of CRI conducted in a non-laboratory environment,
as presented in our study here, are necessary to obtain data about voluntary and intuitive
behaviors of children, thereby allowing us to assess their trust and expectations towards
the robot.
1.1. Distinguishing Trust and Expectations in CRI
Research on studying the human–robot relationship in terms of trust and expecta-
tions has a long tradition [8–12]. In the area of children–robot interaction, the issues of
trust and expectations are especially important and recent studies have provided useful
insights [13–16]. Among these, Charisi et al. [17] listed elements such as social interac-
tion (e.g., [18]), social acceptance (see [19]), emotional interaction, learning process and
outcomes [20], which were evaluated with various methods such as self-assessment, be-
havioral observations, psychophysiological metrics and task performance. Most of these
studies were conducted in a laboratory setup rather than in ecological environments.
A few studies suggested predictors for the formation of a child–robot relationship that
included appearance, behavior, functionality, adopting a human-like rather than a machine-
like role, interacting accordingly to the situation and social skills [21]. For this, some
researchers focused on methodologies for designing the robot’s personality in terms of the
“Who”, “What” and “How” categories [22]. They emphasized the importance of designing
a trustful personality that would meet people’s expectations, as users subconsciously
attribute a personality to the robot [23,24].
A general definition of trust, provided by Hancock et al. (2011) [25], states that it
is the belief by “an agent that actions prejudicial to the agent’s well-being will not be
undertaken by influential others”, for example, a robot. In a previous research [9], trust
in HRI is considered to be composed of three sets of features: (1) those related to the
robot’s features and capabilities; (2) those related to the human user’s traits and beliefs;
and (3) those related to the environment. For characterizing multidimensionality of trust
in children’s relationships, some researchers distinguish among its cognitive, emotional
and behavioral dimensions [26], while others [27] study features of trust and identify
capabilities, ethical behaviors and reliability descriptions as the most measurable and
distinctive ones. However, many researchers have emphasized the lack of a generally
agreed definition of trust in human–robot interaction in the current literature [28,29] and
the urgent need to rectify this [30]. In the context of our study on child–robot interaction,
we use a working definition of trust as a set of children’s behaviors indicating their belief that a
robot will not undertake actions detrimental to their well-being. We should also emphasize that
we are considering trust from a human perspective towards a robot; there exist studies
considering trust from the robot’s perspective towards a human [31].
Our goal is to determine ways to observe trust in CRI studies. Children are placed
in a setting that creates an uncertainty caused by the appearance of the robot, which
is an unknown object, and they have to decide whether to perform risk-taking actions
in this situation [26]. This setting allows us to observe children’s expressions, attitudes
and behaviors associated with trust. Although it has been argued that trust cannot be
observed [28], we aim to understand behaviors that indicate that the interaction between
the robot and a group of children is based on mutual understanding [32]. We plan to
use the checklist proposed by Jian et al. [33] for measuring trust between people and
automation: feelings of security, integrity, dependability and reliability. Building on
previous research, we analyze trust and its indicators by capturing expressive behaviors,
children’s verbalized thoughts, and the interplay between the robot’s behaviors and the
children’s reactions. According to Möllering [34], interpretation provides a basis for
deciding further engagement and investment in a relationship, therefore we aim to identify
signs of children interpreting robot’s behavior and we analyze these interpretations.
The second construct, expectations, has been defined as the perception measured
before the interaction with the robot, compared to the participant’s experience during
the interaction, i.e., confirmation of initial beliefs [33]. Some researchers focus on the
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expectations generated by the robot’s appearance and how it changes the participant’s
behavior [25,27], while others focus on the influence of the robot’s behavior and person-
ality [9]. Expectation has also been considered a cognitive dimension of trust [9], which,
based on the response of the other agent, changes during the interaction. An interesting
light on expectations is shed by anthropomorphism, which is a common phenomenon in
human–robot interaction that lets people project human abilities on robots [29]. As people’s
categorizations and expectations of others are inherently linked [30], we can assume that
children’s expectations toward the robot somewhat mirror their expectations towards other
children or adults. In this research, we are using a working definition of expectations
as children’s beliefs towards the robot as manifested in their behaviors and verbal expressions.
These behaviors and expressions are externalized as elements of surprise, verification of
assumptions or questions addressed to the robot. They all provide a window into the initial
beliefs of the children towards the newly encountered robot.
1.2. Cognitive States
Although some studies have addressed children’s cognitive development with the
support of robots [35], fewer have dealt with the impact of cognitive states on trust [21],
where cognitive states refer to the children’s perceptions of, and thinking about, a robot
during and after their interaction with it (e.g., anthropomorphism and perceived support
of the robot toward the child). In our previous study on developing trust in children
towards the robot, we underlined the need to focus on a friendly, accessible design [36].
As trust and expectations relate to the experience of robot users while interacting with it,
some studies [22] proposed a methodology for the design of robotic applications, including
desired features, to avoid negative CRI experience, which may prevent children from
further interacting with the robot and accepting it [37]. Some researchers based this design
process on the idea of co-design [38], which attempts to involve all participants in the
design process, whereas others propose designing a robot based on children’s ratings of
the robots’ personality attributes [39].
1.3. Existing Research on Developing Trust and Expectations
Recent research provides some insights into how children as young as 3-year-old
perceive robot errors and develop trust. It is shown that children’s perception of a robot,
and how they interact with it, are based on their understanding of people. For example,
in [40], the robot deliberately misled the children, which influenced their subsequent
interactions with it and their confidence in it. Another study [41] explored technological
and interpersonal types of trust and posited three types of trust based on the answers
provided by the children. In our study, we explore this issue further by focusing not only
on trust but also on expectations and their interplay. Children’s answers are analyzed
with the help of an open coding approach that allows exploring categories beyond specific
types of trust. Another research focused on manipulating robot errors as a fundamental
component in creating a psychological construct of trust [42]. The two domains of social
and competency trust, and how they relate to social robotics, help to understand the
development of social relationships between humans and robots. Importantly, a recent
study [43] raised doubts on whether social behaviors in robots encourage in building trust
towards them.
Studies on gratification measures underline the meaning of expectations, which are
understood as the children’s experiences with robots and their impact on envisioning
capabilities of the robot and the needs they may satisfy [44]. Interesting recommendations
from these studies include a larger sample size with repeated studies, more distinctly
measured items and finding ways of imparting knowledge about social robots to the
children before the interaction. For conducting such studies, researchers could, for example,
hold an orientation session before the CRI session to set user expectations and prevent an
expectations gap by shaping user beliefs about the capabilities of the robot [22,45].
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1.4. The Methodological Gap
A recent meta-study [21] found that most research studies conducted in CRI are quan-
titative. The authors found 9 qualitative, 57 quantitative and 20 mixed-methods studies
in their analysis, and about half (48%) of the studies took place in a school environment.
They underscored the need for a more holistic approach to studying CRI. This argument
was reiterated by Jung and Hinds [46], who noted that contextual CRI studies are too few
and, as a result, cannot predict with confidence the effects a robot will have across a variety
of complex social situations. Recently, researchers have also made strong arguments to
take an ethnographic approach for evaluating Human–Robot Interactions (HRI) [47]. It is
emphasized that, in studying HRI, it is advantageous to apply methodologies, the efficacy
of which has already been demonstrated in sociology and anthropology. The authors
discussed a few such studies conducted over the past 15 years and made a persuasive case
for more HRI studies using ethnographic techniques.
Other researchers [46] have underlined the need for building a generalized theory of
HRI and pointed to growing evidence for the need to conduct in-situ interaction studies
with robots. This is also known as the in-the-wild methodology for conducting natural
observations instead of controlled lab experiments [48]. A goal of applying this method-
ology for CRI is to provide a principled understanding of what to expect from different
types of robots by performing different types of tasks in different types of social situa-
tions and cultures [46]. The importance of the CRI setting cannot be overestimated as
research has shown that the environment in which children interact with the robot affects
the outcome [21]. Experiments conducted in the controlled laboratory setting may not
reveal all the social aspects relevant to fully understanding CRI. Other researchers have
confirmed that the experimental setup can strongly influence the observed results [17].
This study showed that CRI research uses laboratory settings much more than naturalistic
user environments: 80% of the CRI studies surveyed used dyadic settings (one robot–one
child) with an anthropomorphic robot (74%) and relied upon the Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ)
protocol (62%) [21].
In another interesting piece of research, user studies were conducted to investigate
the role of expectations in CRI [15]. The authors proposed three strategies for managing
expectations in CRI: (1) understand children’s expectations; (2) educate children about
robot’s capabilities; and (3) acknowledge that robots are a third kind of living entity, other
than humans and animals.
Researchers recommend that the design and evaluation of social robots should be
based on their situational context of use [22]. The authors considered the robot’s role in
its environment and adjusted its form and personality to meet human needs. Another
meta-study of trust in HRI showed that the attributes of a robot have more influence on
trust than environmental and human-related factors [49].
1.5. Our Approach
In our research, we apply an in-the-wild methodology to explore the role of trust and
expectations in CRI and identify factors that facilitate or hinder these. Other researchers
(e.g., [48]) have argued that experiments in a laboratory setting may not provide sufficient
information about relevant social aspects to fully understand Human–Robot Interaction
(HRI). In our view, an in-the-wild approach to scientific exploration of CRI has many
unique advantages, some of which are listed below:
1. It allows interaction and collaboration among robots and children to unfold naturally
in an environment that is familiar to the children, for example their classroom, as
opposed to some HRI lab. This facilitates intuitive and natural expressions by chil-
dren, which provides useful data to assess factors that promote or hinder trust and
expectations in CRI.
2. It allows unstructured, playful interactions between the children and the robot. The
activity of playing is crucial for children’s development [50]: they find it easier to
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express their needs and emotions during free play, rather than in situations where
they have to do structured tasks by following some rules [51].
3. It allows us to study safety issues in robots when children interact with them in
complex social contexts. This is crucial for designing robots that can be deployed in
real-world settings.
4. It helps to study the ethical aspects of CRI by observing children interacting with the
robot in semi-supervised or unsupervised situations, thereby reducing the observer-
expectancy effect [52] by the moderator.
5. It allows conducting long-term, longitudinal studies in CRI.
2. Motivations
Our primary motivation is to identify and understand factors affecting trust and
expectations in children towards robots and examine their implications for designing
the next generation of robots for CRI. Towards this goal, we plan to follow a qualitative
research methodology for studying CRI, whereas most previous research has followed a
quantitative approach. Conducting more qualitative research can be useful for compiling a
set of interaction scenarios, guidelines for organizing new scenarios and helpful tips for
conducting CRI with these scenarios.
There have been many studies conducted on CRI with special needs children [53].
However, in this study, we are focusing on neurotypical children, regarding whom there is
less research. A holistic approach to designing robots and CRI scenarios should adapt to
different groups of children: neurotypical children as well as those with different kinds of
special needs.
Due to an increasing number of robots and CRI scenarios, it is important to explore
how to design social robots considering the collaboration of children and robots in complex
real-life environments, such as a kindergarten or a day-care center. This can help to develop
good design practices and expose existing limitations. In the current state of the art, some
such studies, for example on the impact of increased awareness of the robot’s capabilities,
exist for older children [54] but not for younger children.
Investigating how existing robots (such as Pepper from Softbank Robotics [55]) work in
a real environment and how they are perceived by inexperienced and attention-demanding
users can bring much valuable information. Besides, working on frameworks for building
human–robot relationships helps to promote robots for the social good and can contribute
to positive socio-political changes [56].
Last, we aim to strengthen knowledge about studies conducted outside the laboratory
in natural real-world settings.
3. Methodology
The methodology used in our study is known under different terms: in-the-wild [57–59],
free interaction or field studies [60]. We use the first term in this paper and present our study
as an example to motivate and inspire further research using in-the-wild methodologies.
Our observations were designed to engage children in natural interaction with the robot,
taking place in a familiar environment (kindergarten and day-care center), surrounded by
people known to them (teachers) and using familiar activities liked by them. Although all the
activities were pre-planned and the corresponding robot behaviors were pre-programmed,
breaks between the activities were included to allow children to relax, talk freely or ask
questions about the robot. One activity that was not pre-programmed was the free question-
answering session with the robot, for which we used the WOZ paradigm where an adult
(typically one of the researchers who was conducting the study) would answer the children’s
questions spoken through the robot. There were some slight differences between the Polish
and Japanese versions of the event, considering the cultural background of the participants,
as described below.
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3.1. Participants
Children as Participants—A Methodological Challenge
To study the attitude of preschool children towards robots, exceptional attention and
a special methodological approach are needed. At this age, children are curious and are
constantly exploring their environment. They show less social inhibition (such as masking
their boredom by pretending to be interested). Their attention span is short and they get
easily bored or distracted (for example, the attention span of a six-year-old is about half as
short as that of a twelve-year-old [61,62]).
It is worth mentioning that some researchers use free-play episodes to allow a loosely
structured environment for children to express a range of complex, dynamic and natural
social behaviors that are not tied to an overly constructed social situation. Nevertheless,
they still claim that the interaction is structured and can be validated [63].
All these factors make it quite challenging to design a robot interaction event with
young children and observe their behavior. Another issue of which we must be careful is
that the researchers’ preconception of children may influence the design of the study [41].
Another confounding issue is that young children may participate in the interaction
activity with a greater propensity to perform unpredictable behaviors, and they might be
more difficult to control by the researcher, especially when the children are in a group with
their peers in a familiar environment, both of which conditions are necessary to capture
the naturalness of their behavior.
In [64], a self-report questionnaire was created to measure children’s impressions
after they interacted with the NAO robot. This approach was aimed for children aged
8–11, because, as the authors stated, younger children are not capable of participating in
surveys. Our experiments was focused on younger children, so we had to apply a different
methodology. In our study, children make voluntary comments about the robot and pose
questions to it during a natural interaction.
Our study was focused on observing a child’s first interaction with a robot. In Poland,
six groups of children participated in our study. They were from the same kindergarten
but children in each group were from a different section. For all of them, this was their first
encounter with a robot. In Japan, we had four groups of children. However, in two of the
groups, some children from the previous groups also participated, which we allowed in
the spirit of the in-the-wild methodology. The observations from these two groups are not
included in this study. The composition of the group of participants in Poland and Japan is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The demographic data about the participants.
Polish Participants
Group Size of the Group Gender (F/M) Age of Participants
1 20 8/12 4–6
2 20 10/10 5–6
3 22 11/11 5–6
4 20 8/12 5–7
5 23 11/12 5–7
Japanese Participants
Group Size of the Group Gender (F/M) Age of Participants
1 20 7/13 4–5
2 19 5/14 5–6
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3.2. Procedure
The children were brought into the room by their teacher, where a humanoid robot
Pepper was waiting for them. The robot introduced itself briefly and encouraged children
to play. In the first activity, the robot read a short story/poem to the children: in the Polish
version, the poem How do you talk to a dog by Jan Brzechwa; and, in the Japanese version,
Harry the Dirty Dog by Gene Zion for the first group and The Very Hungry Caterpillar by
Eric Carle for the second. The second activity was dancing together with the children to a
song with which they were familiar: for the Polish children, the English version of Head,
shoulders, knees and toes; and, for the Japanese children, the Paprika song. In the third activity,
the children were asked by the robot to draw something that was in the room. Although
this activity was not time-limited, after about 15 min, the children either finished drawing
or got bored and lost interest. At this point, the robot asked the children to show it their
drawings. One by one, each child approached the robot and showed her or his drawing
to it. The fourth and the last activity was a free question-answering session: children
could ask the robot questions on any topic. Answers were given by the robot in the WOZ
paradigm, in which a human behind the scene interacts with the participant via the robot,
but the participant is led to believe that the robot is acting autonomously. In our study,
one of the student programmers, out of sight of the children, answered their questions,
which were voiced by the robot. This interaction paradigm has been used successfully in
various CRI interactions [65–67]. After this activity, the children said goodbye to the robot.






“How do you talk to a dog” poem
“Harry the Dirty Dog” and “The very hungy 
Caterpillar” poems




Figure 1. The experimental setup.
3.3. Data Collection and Analysis
We collected three types of data: video recordings filming the children’s actions from
behind (to not disturb the interaction), sound recordings (later transcribed) and children’s
drawings. The data from the children’s drawings were analyzed separately and are not
included in the analysis presented here. Videos collected in our study were coded with
MaxQDA software and transcribed. A part of the coding tree created for this analysis is
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A part of the coding tree.
3.4. Distinguishing Trust and Expectation towards the Robot
In this paper, the analysis of children’s expectations towards the robot is focused on
discerning cultural differences between Polish and Japanese children. These expectations
can be evidenced through the verbal behavior of the children before, during or after the
interaction (e.g., a comment about an unmet need of a child to perform some activity
with the robot); or they can be explicitly queried by questionnaires (e.g., by the Negative
Attitudes towards Robots Scale (NARS)) [30,68] or interviews. Most of the existing studies
focus on adults and their perceptions (e.g., [30,69]), investigating factors affecting the
development of trust with robots [70]. For instance, there is some evidence [15] showing
that people of age ten or above prefer to interact with smaller robots and communicate
with them through speech. However, it is not clear if this also applies to younger children
(under 10 years old). Some findings indicate that people, including children [11], tend to
generalize a robot’s social capabilities in social situations, but these presumptions can be
overridden by appropriate behavior designs. This approach can be applied, for instance,
to build trust by social support and closeness in forming child–robot relationship [71].
This study [71], however, focused on the development of measures for children aged 7–11,
whereas our study focuses on children aged 4–7.
The data obtained from voluntary and direct verbal expressions during CRI provides
an insight into the children’s perception of the robot and might lead to novel CRI interfaces.
Certain assumptions implicit in the children’s expression towards the robot are formulated
later in this paper based on direct observations, as our data are voluntary. The analysis of
existing studies led us to conclude that research on trust and expectations conducted with
children under the age of ten should engage smaller robots. We expect that the children’s
behavior during this interaction would reveal their expectations and how they are being
modulated by the interaction. Finally, the data collection should be based on the children’s
verbal and nonverbal voluntary expressions.
Some recent studies [72] show that the expectations towards the robot can either be
exceeded by the interaction experience, but also that the robot might not meet some of the
initial assumptions of the participant. In this study, the robot Robi achieved higher scores
after the initial interaction with the participants concerning anthropomorphism, animacy,
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likeability and intelligence, whereas the robot MyKeepon scored significantly lower in
likeability. This underlines the need to see how the perception of robots changes over time,
especially after the first encounter. Interestingly, some expectations might have a negative
influence on the interaction (an effect of the expectations gap), and the circumstances of
the interaction (the setting) might also impact the attitude of the human participant [11],
as people tend to generalize social capabilities more for anthropomorphic robots in more
social settings. However, the expectations gap can be mitigated by appropriate changes in
the robot’s behavior.
3.5. Environment
In studying social robotics and CRI, where children (often for the first time) come into
contact with a robot, a creature that may seem both fascinating and disturbing to them, it is
worth bearing in mind the guidelines laid out by previous researchers on how to engage
children in research [73] to improve the quality of interaction. They proposed six steps:
1. Consideration of capacity and capability
2. Developing ethical protocols and processes
3. Developing trust and relationships
4. Selecting appropriate methods
5. Identifying appropriate forms of communication
6. Consideration of context
Of particular relevance to us are the last three steps, which highlight the importance of
some actions that improve the quality of the interactions and help children accommodate them.
In this regard, it is necessary to follow an approach that allows observations in an interesting
and safe environment for the child, so that the child can interact with the robot naturally
without limiting her or his desire to explore. Previous research, especially on ethnographic
studies [57,74,75], suggests that an in-the-wild methodology is appropriate in all these respects
for studying CRI, and we used it effectively in our past research as well [58].
3.6. Setting
Another novelty of our approach is to have children interact with the robot in a group
setting. Previous studies on CRI have largely focused on the dynamics of one-on-one
(dyadic) interaction between a robot and a child [76]. A few studies have focused on CRI
in small groups (three children, for example) [77]. We believe children behave differently
when they are interacting with a robot in a large group, where members know each other,
compared to one-on-one interactions. As one potential use of social robots that is being
explored these days is for education [78], it is important to study CRI when children are in
a peer group using an in-the-wild methodology.
The pictures shown below capture some scenes of interactions with Pepper. The
children were close, but at a safe distance from the robot (in case of the robot’s hand
movements), so that the robot was equally visible to all the participants. This was important
during the drawing activity (Figure 3), during the willingness to explore independently,
as in Figure 4, as also during the subsequent vocal interaction. Participants often made
gestures familiar from their preschool activities, e.g., Polish children raising their hand
when they wanted to speak (Figures 5 and 6).
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Figure 3. Japanese participants.
Figure 4. Japanese boy staring at Pepper’s tablet.
Figure 5. Polish participants.
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Figure 6. Polish children raising their hands to ask a question.
4. Results: Two Significant Factors in CRI In-the-Wild
In our study, we analyzed over 500 observations based on our recordings. We present
48 of these observations below, which were selected to showcase possible signs of trust and
expectations. The observations in the ‘trust’ section are grouped into seven categories such
as challenging robot behavior, curiosity and playing; and those in the ‘expectations’ section
are grouped into eight categories such as asking about origins, gestures and human/non-
human abilities.
4.1. Trust
Trust is a basic foundation of building human–human relationships [79]: it facilitates
seamless and natural interactions. It is also important in human–robot and CRI, especially
as social robots are becoming more commonplace and are engaging with people in a variety
of roles: companion, caregiver, guide, assistant, etc. [80]. Thus, there is an inevitable need
to incorporate trust in HRI and CRI.
To elaborate further, we chose to focus on the role of trust in CRI for the following reasons.
• The increasing number of social robots interacting with children (e.g., [76,81]) de-
mands analysis of building trust in CRI. Some researchers already work on factors
affecting trust for adults [30]. For example, the qualitative study by Bethel et al. [82]
indicates that preschool children not only applied the same social rules to adults and
a humanoid robot but also showed the same propensity to share a secret they were
supposed to keep to themselves regarding adults and a humanoid robot.
• More research needs to be done on how different factors affect trust. Some studies on
secret sharing behavior [82] have shown that children are inclined to trust robots as
willingly as they trust adults. Other complementary studies showcase the importance
of cognitive development and children’s personal attachment history for building
trust [13]. However, Di Dio et al. [13] compared trust towards a NAO robot with that
towards a human during play by testing children individually.
• The psychological and physical safety of encounters between humans and robots
is crucial [83,84], especially for younger participants, whose actions might be more
unpredictable than those of adults.
• Researchers need to know how to obtain trust in CRI and maintain the perception of
being in a safe and engaging environment throughout the whole interaction with the
participants, without them feeling overwhelmed or anxious by unfamiliar conditions
such as interacting with robots. Preliminary studies (e.g., [13]) found that, for preschool
and elementary school children, a robot can be perceived as a solid, trusted partner in the
interaction, which can also contribute to building better human–human relationships.
We claim that an open approach is necessary for pioneering research, especially for
trust. By this, we mean that an approach that does not make strong assumptions, and
where, despite having specific research hypotheses and a scenario that allows mitigating the
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obstacles that may arise, researchers remain open to novel conclusions emerging from data.
This sensitivity is particularly important during analysis, when, in addition to exploring
the previous assumptions, researchers try to intuitively capture the next possible clues
hidden in the data [85]. This is akin to exploratory studies, which are conducted first,
when the researchers check which elements are particularly important, which attracts
the most attention of the respondents and the answers to which questions are necessary
for effective interaction. Armed with this knowledge, with a greater awareness of the
needs and possible problems, they then design interactions to measure the behavior of
the participants.
To conclude, it is not possible to gather relevant information for the real-world experi-
mental results without proper preparation of children’s trusting attitude towards robots. In
our studies, we carefully strove to capture possible signs of trust when children share their
beliefs of the robot being a trustworthy agent. These are described in the next subsection.
4.1.1. Possible Signs of Trust towards Robots
We analyzed and coded video transcripts to organize our observations on trust in
children–robot interaction. Throughout the study, children’s level of trust was supported
or hindered by specific interaction types, which are described in this section.
(a) Challenging behavior towards the robot to determine its capabilities: This refers
to when the children challenge the robot to do some specific activity.
Observation 1. “So you can’t walk?!”
Observation 2. “But it can’t even say ‘Good Morning!’ ”
Our observations led us to the assumption that one of the most interesting
ways to show trust to a robot is to provoke it to specific actions. By challenging
behavior, we mean the child demanding an answer or an action from the robot.
These contentious exchanges allow us to get an insight into the child’s image of
a robot’s performance. Challenging behaviors are also signs of direct, voluntary
perceptions and assumptions about the robot based on the child’s mental model.
Observation 3. “For sure you cannot do it!”
Challenging behaviors also signal the level of trust in the child–robot relation-
ship. For example, in our studies children challenged Pepper about its physical
abilities (e.g., performing a very specific movement or asking it to do a breakdance
and teasing it).
(b) Challenging behavior as an indicator of the level of trust: This refers to when the
children challenge the robot for some specific information or experience.
Observation 4. Child 1: “Have you been to the cinema?” [children repeat this question a
couple of times]
Pepper: “No, I haven’t been to the cinema.”
Child 2: “Do you know what cinema is at all?”
Pepper: “I know.”
Child 2: “So, tell us, what is that?”
Child 3: “And do you know what McDonald’s is?”
Child 4: “Do you know what McDonald’s is?”
[Pepper replies after a delay]
Pepper: “You can watch movies there.”
[children laugh]
Child 5: [amused] “At McDonald’s!”
[Children laugh. Due to the delayed answer, they interpret Pepper’s last answer as a response
to the questions about McDonald’s]
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Observation 5. “Do you know what France is?”
Observation 6. “Can you even do anything?”
Moreover, they asked some general knowledge questions such as whether it
knows what is cinema. If it said yes, they dug deeper by asking it to describe it. The
level of trust can be affected by the relevance of robot’s answers (irrelevant answers
lead to laughter), the pace of answering questions, and the number of questions
answered (some are skipped).
Observation 7. Child1: “How did you like Paris? And do you like to play?”
Teacher: “Wait, only one question at a time.”
Child2: “Do you like to play?”
Pepper: “I really enjoyed Paris!”
Child2: [confused] “Paris...?”
Observation 8. Child1: “Do you have parents?”
[The robot doesn’t answer immediately]
Child1 [urging]: “You have parents, well, Pepper?”
Child2: “...it has to think about it.”
As we followed the WOZ paradigm, the robot answered children’s questions
that were typed in real-time by a researcher in the room. Due to the dynamics of the
meeting (a large number of children and many questions asked simultaneously),
sometimes the robot answered a question that was no longer relevant or interesting
from the children’s perspective, or it was incomprehensible, which influenced the
relevance of the robot’s answers. Sometimes, when there was a delay in the robot’s
response (because the researcher was thinking what to say), the children may have
felt the need to rush the robot.
(c) Curiosity and the demonstration of desired actions as a sign of trust: This focuses
on the children’s questions about the robot’s capabilities and competences.
Observation 9. “Can you do that?”
Observation 10. Children are sitting in front of the robot on the carpet
Pepper: “Hello!” [waves]
[Children are amused by this action and most of them wave to the robot]
In our studies, we observed that children tried to challenge the robot by asking
about its abilities while making a specific gesture towards the robot (e.g., waving or
moving a fist). Some of them seemed curious about the robot’s abilities whereas
others were seen taking a nonchalant approach and showing off their abilities.
Observation 11. Child1: “You have a tablet, can you display a movie?”
Pepper: “But now I have anything [any movie] close at hand.”
Child1: “You always have armpits at hand.”
Child2: “Simple!” [unintelligible]
[A few children start laughing]
A demonstration of the desired actions from the robot is also an interesting
issue. For example, we observed that when the robot reveals a lack of competence,
children question it or make fun of it. Potentially, a violation of social norms by a
robot, e.g., of knowing too much about a child, evokes negative effect (and thus
decreases trust) in children [86], whereas the failure to complete a task decreases
competency trust [14].
(d) Physical interaction—catching attention in brave ways and approaching the robot:
This refers to physical interactions and proactive behaviors to gain the attention of
the robot.
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Observation 12. The start of the malfunction activity. The children are screeching, shout-
ing: ‘What’s this?!’
Child1: “Anything else?”
[The children come closer to the robot. After a while, the teacher pulls the children back,
while they keep asking questions “Do you know anything else?”]
Children are also prone to catch attention in aggressive ways like waving in
front of the robot’s eyes or repeating or reformulating questions, inviting the robot
to play with them (demanding action from Pepper). This indicates that the children
were feeling comfortable enough to decrease their physical distance with the robot
and were willing to interact with it. Many children approached the robot right
after entering the room where the interaction took place, eager to explore and touch
it and had to be restrained by the teachers. During the encounter, pre-schoolers
gradually came closer to the robot, not caring about the limit set by the teachers and
the researchers.
Observation 13. Child: “Can we pet him?”
Researcher: “I don’t know. Probably not. But guess what, guess what, we don’t touch
Pepper because he has very delicate skin. Okay?”
Child1: “It’s not skin.”
Child2: “This is metal!”
Child3: “Metal!”
Many children were intent on a physical exploration of the robot: petting it,
grabbing its hands, looking in its eyes or touching its tablet. Thus, another sign
of trust is based on physical interaction. The observations of children revealed
that they came closer to the robot when they did not get a response immediately,
especially when they were in the first row; children in the back stood up to see the
robot and leaned towards it.
(e) Social rules awareness and tool-like perspective: These observations refer to treat-
ing the robot as an object owned by someone and applying corresponding so-
cial rules.
Observation 14. Child: “Who’s steering you?”
Pepper: “[...] and IT specialists programmed me.”
Child: “Do you have batteries in you?”
An intriguing observation was that the children asked the teachers. This
suggests two possible interpretations. One is that children are aware of social rules
(in this case, “do not touch an object without asking its owner” or “always ask the
teacher if you want to do something unusual”) and apply them to the interaction
with the robot. The other is that children perceive the robot as a tool or an object
without an ability to have autonomy or its preferences, which is not helpful for
researchers wanting to create a companion-like interaction with the robot. They are
building trust towards a dependent agent which is not the same as believing in a
robot’s autonomy of agency [87]. There is a need for building further discussion
around the role of teacher and how children would perceive the robot’s agency
without her in the room.
(f) Playing as a sign of trust: This refers to the verbal expressions of the children to
encourage the robot to engage with them in fun activities.
Observation 15. “Pepper, let’s play together!”
Observation 16. “Will you play with us?”
Observation 17. “Will you show us a story on the tablet?”
Observation 18. “Please do some magic trick!”
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Some research [88] suggests that children have the most fun when playing with
a friend compared to playing with a robot, given that playing alone as the least fun
option. Play provides children with an opportunity to practice and learn basic social
skills, including conflict management. It also requires a certain amount of trust in
the relationship–children who dislike each other rarely start to play together [51].
In our observations, similar patterns of wanting to play with the robot could be
noticed, as expressed by children’s questions. These questions to Pepper suggest
trust towards the robot’s skills and abilities, and children’s willingness to engage in
a joint play. As previous studies [89] point out, higher transparency of the robot’s
lack of psychological capabilities (e.g., a lack of preferences or knowledge of social
rules) negatively affects the formation of child–robot relationship in terms of the
trust, whereas the children’s feelings of closeness remain unaffected. For this reason,
an analysis of closeness-related behaviors and actions of children during CRI that
indicate children’s trust towards the robot is a key factor in the interaction design.
(g) Anthropomorphization: This focuses on children’s questions that reveal their be-
liefs that the robot is like a human.
Observation 19. “Do you like me?”
Observation 20. “Who gave birth to you?”
Children tend to anthropomorphize social robots [90]. As a consequence, they
expect a more unconstrained, substantive and useful interaction with the robot than
is possible with the current state-of-the-art, however, their expectations towards
robots will be addressed more directly in the next parts of this deduction. However,
the tendency of children to anthropomorphize the robot, as natural as possible, has
a significant impact on the trust that the user will place in the robot. If the child’s
expectations built with the expectations gap are not met, it may reduce the child
confidence in the robot.
4.1.2. General Remarks on Trust
Some of the questions asked by the children to Pepper, (for example, Observations 3,
6 and 20) might be considered as intimidating, which, in the older participants, might be a
sign of trust towards the robot. However, it is also possible that some questions are not an
indicator of pre-schoolers trusting the robot, but their tendency to explore the robot [91]. It
should be noted however that an increased level of trust may be detectable in some children
because of the group setting, which encourages a more proactive and outgoing behavior.
The children’s enthusiastic approach towards the robot from the very beginning of
the interaction is worth pointing out. It can be a sign of trust—children are not afraid of
approaching the robot and are willing to explore it freely. It might be an indicator of trust
supported by its characteristics of appearance.
It is important to mention that the teacher, who was present during the interaction
but was asked to not intervene as much as possible, might be a significant factor during an
interaction. First, children may consider the teacher as a safety factor, looking for comfort
and support when needed or when feeling overwhelmed by the unfamiliar situation. Some
studies (e.g., [92]) indicate that close attachment-relevant relationships with teachers in
early childhood are linked to the pattern of attachment to the parents and the verbal
development of the child. Secondly, it can be an authority when children are getting too
stimulated by the robot’s presence or a situation seems to be developing where the children
might physically harm the robot or themselves. Finally, the dynamics of child–teacher
relationship might indicate the level of trust in a robot: if a child decides to reach a teacher
(i.e., to show a drawing instead of doing so to the robot), it indicates less trust towards
the robot.
Another remarkable factor is the presentation of the robot during the interaction. Is a
robot already at the place of interaction when the participants arrive? Do the participants
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wait for it? We decided that Pepper will “anticipate” children, so they could see it when
entering the observation setting; we felt it might help accommodating children with the
robot and give them some time to adjust. Some studies [14] present a scenario where the
robot is introduced by the researcher, but we followed the script where the robot introduces
itself. We feel that this increases the participants’ willingness to interact with the robot and
their perception of the robot’s autonomy, resulting in a higher trust.
4.2. Expectations
Forming expectations towards (humanoid) social robots is a complex process [15]. A
child’s initial attitude towards the robot, even before the first real encounter with it, influ-
ences the subsequent interactions, especially when a misalignment is perceived between
expectations and the robot’s abilities. This is the expectations gap mentioned earlier in
this paper.
There are two main reasons for studying the role of expectations in CRI:
• Research on expectations assumes that children have a basic concept of the robot,
and various studies aim to elicit features of this concept through observations and
experiments. An in-the-wild methodology is ideal in this regard as it facilitates natural,
spontaneous and voluntary interactions with the robot. This elicits behavior patterns
that cannot be observed through laboratory experiments, surveys or individual inter-
views. By analyzing recordings and transcripts of such free CRIs, we can understand
children’s mental models of a robot and their expectations towards it. Below in this
section, we present some such observations.
• Another important reason for analyzing expectations is the low number of studies
on this topic focusing on younger children. There are not as many measures for such
young participants (questionnaires and interviews) as can be offered to older subjects.
Lastly, observing and grasping the moments when children explore the robot and
express expectations is a task which, in our analysis, followed an open coding of the
transcripts and videos and emerged from the qualitative data as a general conclusion and
questioning children’s behavior. During an interaction with a robot, a group forms its goal
towards a better understanding of the situation, therefore they use different methods to
reach that goal. Our working hypothesis, for the sake of this analysis, was that children
make assumptions and try to test out their hypotheses by asking questions, commenting,
testing robot’s reactions and so on. We focused on observing the moments when children
saw Pepper for the first time, when Pepper did something new and/or unexpected and
when children were encouraged to ask questions to Pepper.
4.2.1. Possible Signs of Expectations towards the Robot
Transcripts of our observation revealed an interesting set of codes supporting expec-
tations analysis. Each of these reveals an assumption or a hypothesis about the robot.
For children, this drives the processes of causal learning for explaining inconsistencies,
and causal explanations and exploratory behaviors operate in tandem as mechanisms for
generating and testing hypotheses [93].
(a) Verifying expectations as a causal process and agency: This refers to the indicators
of the children validating their initial beliefs about the robot.
Observation 21. A boy is selected to ask a question
Child 1: “Pepper-kun. . . Pepper-kun. Can you run fast?”
Pepper: “I am not good at running.”
[All the children are surprised]
Observation 22. “It’s kind of nervous.”
Observation 23. “It’s a robot.”
Observation 24. “It can’t even say ‘Good morning’!”.
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During the interaction, children commented on Pepper, performed different
actions towards it and asked it different questions. The comments included volun-
tary remarks on the robot’s state of mind (Observation 23) and direct assumptions
regarding Pepper’s identity (Observation 24) and “body” (“it’s not a skin” from
Observation 13). They also commented on the ability to use speech communication
Observation 25). These comments show children’s assumptions that Pepper must
belong to some race or a kind, being a non-human robot with no communications
abilities but with some cognitive abilities. Children provoked the robot by claiming
different things about him and checking out what will be its reaction. This itself
shows that they assumed a robot can react to things happening in his environment
and can understand their words. This challenging behavior, following a simple
conclusion that Pepper can speak children’s language, maybe a sample of causal
learning. Moreover, the distress connected to what to expect from the robot was
compounded by the error behavior the robot was designed to perform. Tempo-
rary lack of movement was interpreted by the children doubly: as a situation that
happened to Pepper or as his decision to “freeze”. This again shows different
assumptions about Pepper as a being.
(b) Asking about origins: This focuses on the children’s questions about how the robot
was created.
Observation 25. “Where were you created?”
Observation 26. “How were you made?”
Observation 27. “Do you have parents, Pepper?”
Observation 28. “Do you have mum and dad?”
Children also made assumptions and tested them by asking about Pepper’s
origins (created vs. born). This information seemed important for them, as the
question appeared many times in different groups, interestingly more often children
asked about Pepper’s parents then his creators.
(c) Children’s questions as a source of insights: This focuses on the children’s hy-
potheses regarding their ideas and knowledge of the robot.
Observation 29. Pepper encourages children to ask it questions. After a few general
questions about its appearance.
Child 1: “Why do you have this tablet attached?”
Children: “Right, why?”
Child 2: “So you don’t get sick!”
Child 3: “Why don’t you have hair?”
A few other children also repeat the last question, demanding the answer.”
Observation 30. Child: “Pepper, can you play with a ball?”
Observation 31. A Q&A session is in progress. Children speak through themselves, often
without giving the robot time to answer
Child 1: “Do you write something down?”
Child 2: “Why do you have such a small mouth?”
Child 3: “Where are your cameras?”
Child 4: “How do you look inside?”
Child 5: “In the forehead?” [laughter]
Child 6: “Do you have a camera in your mouth too?”
Child 7: “Can you fly?”
Children asking questions is the most natural activity to observe for learning
about their hypotheses. The ability to ask questions is a powerful tool that allows
children to gather the information they need to learn about the world and solve
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problems in it [91]. In their questions, children focused on a set of human-like fea-
tures which helped them to anthropomorphize the robot. Past research has shown
that humans subconsciously anthropomorphize (ascribe human attributes to) and
zoomorphism (ascribe animal attributes to) robots [94]. Some children, who lean
towards transparency by asking de-anthropomorphizing questions, try to situate
robots at the lower end of the human-likeness scale. Previous research has shown
that transparency decreased the children’s humanlike perception of the robot in
terms of animacy, anthropomorphism, social presence and perceived similarity [89].
In our research, children made assumptions regarding its movement abilities, me-
chanical equipment, gender, experience, knowledge, etc.
(d) Robots can have preferences and relationships and children hypothesize rela-
tionships about the robot’s emotional life: This focuses on the children’s expecta-
tions towards the robot’s preferences and possible relationships with others.
Observation 32. After a series of questions about the robot’s mobility—in particular,
whether it will ride around the room—a girl asks a question
Child: “Do you like me?”
Observation 33. A group of girls are standing together. One of them addresses the question
to Pepper Girl: “Whom of us do you like the most?”
Observation 34. “Do you like to play?”
Testing ability to have preferences includes asking Pepper about a different set
of abstract and non-abstract concepts such as travelling, food or music. Children
assume the robot can have preferences and ask it to share them—we suspect they
want to know its preferences for building a better relationship and seek common
experiences. They are curious whether a robot can engage in social relationships.
For this, they ask if the robot likes playing, music, reading, travelling or walking
around and about its favorite food. They also ask if the robot likes the child who is
asking and which child the robot likes the most.
Observation 35. “Child 1: Why don’t you have a wife?
Child 2: Or at least a friend!”
Children expected Pepper to have some social relationships. They asked about
its parents to understand its origins, about its friends to understand its willingness
to build new relationships. They even asked about its wife, which shows they
assumed Pepper can build more sophisticated relationships. Research shows that
social robots that should be perceived by children as social agents worth engaging
to play with [95] are more likely to be labeled as a ‘friend’ than as a “brother or
sister” or a ‘classmate’. In our research, the children may assume to be in some
kind of relationship with Pepper themselves. It is especially interesting as younger
children are learning to regulate their emotions for building relationships [96]. As
emotions provide the basic scaffolding for building human relationships, this be-
havior of children towards the robot shows that they presume Pepper can control
and express emotions.
(e) Human and non-human abilities: This focuses on the children’s comments related
to the robot’s human and non-human capabilities.
Observation 36. Child: [observing Pepper dancing] “This robot totally has an AI”
Observation 37. Boy: “There is an AI in this robot probably.”
Observation 38. Child: “It knows everything! More than human!”
Observation 39. Child: “Can you help?”
Observation 40. Child: “Who are you working with?”
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Observation 41. Child: “Are you a boy or a girl?”
Human abilities refer to learning, experience travelling and doing things that
are close to us such as playing instruments, reading books, hiking, singing and
playing. Children assume that the robot engages in similar activities such as eating
sweets, attending kindergarten/school, peeing, cleaning, sleeping, daily activities,
brushing teeth and having vacations. Importantly, they assume that the robot can
help them (Observation 40)—this quality of giving or being ready to give help is
considered a human asset. They also make assumptions about robots age as they
think Pepper should not be able to speak if it is two years old and even ask it to say
tongue twisters, which is one-way children challenge one another. This shows that
the children try to find the limit up to which the robot can be treated as a human
regarding its abilities. Children assume Pepper should be able to button his clothes
and are surprised when it appears that it is not able to do this. Children also explore
the robot’s relationships—colleagues of Pepper (Observation 41)—which shows
that children assume the robot to be the age of a working adult. In addition, simple
questions about having hair, sweating, its birthday and asking for not getting ill is
showing expectation towards Pepper as a human being. They were however not
sure what to expect (Observation 42).
Non-human abilities attributed to the robot by the children include being able
to change shape and to fly. Children assume that a robot can move but are not
sure what to expect in terms of its range of moving abilities compared to humans,
for example its ability to dance. It is worth mentioning that a question about
the robot’s capability is followed by a question about how this ability might be
achieved/executed.
Questions about the mechanical aspects of the robot reveal expectations to-
wards it as a non-human being. They assume that the robot has an engine or
batteries—external source of power. They ask how Pepper looks from inside, so
they think about it as a toy. They are in general interested to know from what
Pepper is built. When it comes to the appearance, expectations towards the robot
include being made from metal, having a nose or a bigger one, being of another
color than white or having wheels or two legs. They are also surprised by Pepper’s
tablet and are interested to know about its function. Autonomy is another aspect of
the robot’s characteristic which interested the children. They asked if someone is
controlling or steering it, which clearly shows that they suspected Pepper to be a
device or a toy rather than a human. This was further confirmed by the children
asking the robot if it had any games on it (e.g., on a mobile phone) and petting it.
(f) Shifting approaches to the robots’ abilities: This focuses on how, in certain cir-
cumstances, children changed their perception of robot or its behavior.
Observation 42. Girl: “What kind of battery do you have?”
[Children keep asking question after the robot says ‘bye’ as if they didn’t notice the end of
the interaction. Pepper is silent for a while]
Boy1: “It didn’t relax today.”
Boy2: “No, it went to bed!”
Children’s approach towards Pepper as a human or a non-human was con-
stantly changing as they were physically exploring it. For them, the robot might be
perceived as a toy, a device, a machine, or a human in the same interaction. They
asked in general about its skills, regardless of whether they were human character-
istics or not.
(g) Surprise: This focuses on the observations where children were astonished at the
robot’s behavior when it was different from their original assumptions.
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Observation 43. Throughout the interaction, children express an interest in the robot’s
mobility. Finally, one of the surprised children addresses the issue directly to Pepper
Child: “You can’t walk?!”
Surprise as an emotional reaction to a certain situation may be considered as
an indicator of an unmet expectation. Additionally, children express it freely by
a loud tone of voice tone and by mimicking. A verification of their assumptions
comes with an eye-opening experience of redefining their hypothesis and renewed
attempts of exploration. For example, during our observation children strongly
and repeatedly expressed their surprise about the Pepper’s lack of ability to walk
(Observation 45). For researchers, a surprise may serve as a sign followed either by
a disappointment or relief—this should be observed and used for study and robot
design in the future.
(h) Challenging the robot: This focuses on those situations where the children asked for
specific information or experience, trying to confront their expectations with reality.
Observation 44. One boy is showing the flexibility of his wrist. Another one is watching
him, repeating the movement and shouting to Pepper.
Boy1: “Can you do it?”
Pepper: “I think I cannot do it”
[After the robot’s statement, children keep demanding for the action]
Pepper: “I don’t have a ready program for that.”
Boy2: “Damn, what does it say?”
Observation 45. Boy: [impatiently] “Can you even fight?”
[Some children immediately decline vehemently]
Challenging behaviors can be interpreted as a negative reaction to the robot’s
lack of ability to do something. In our observations, children provoked the robot by
laughing at it or calling it by its name or asking it to perform a specific movement.
We consider such provocative behaviors to be expressions of expectations.
4.2.2. General Remarks on Expectations towards Robots
To conclude, there are a few things worth mentioning while analyzing the children’s
expectations towards robots. One is that we need to take an open-minded approach
towards designing the robot’s appearance, behavior and personality. As researchers, we
can gain valuable insights for designing future robots from the analysis of children’s
expectations: it reveals the children’s assumptions and mental models about robots, which
are dynamic: these models and assumptions change during the interaction as children get
more acquainted with the robot. Children ask for things that are familiar to them so that
they can relate to the robot.
At the same time, we have to remember to acknowledge that robots are, among
humans and animals, seen by children as a new kind of “living” entity and therefore the
designers will have to make them responsible for expectations they arouse [15].
4.3. Interplay of Expectations and Trust
Trust and expectations towards robots are not factors that are independent of each
other, rather they depend on each other, and together have a significant impact on the
effectiveness of the child–robot encounter. The following observations provide evidence
for this interaction.
We observed that growing awareness of what to expect from the robot as well as a
better image of Pepper as a companion did not harm the trust of children in the machine.
At the end of the interaction, each group was willing to freely explore the robot (expressed
by the eagerness of touching, talking to the robot and looking in its eyes). We assume that
children expressing their expectations in front of the robot is a sign of their trust because
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children not only share their internal mental states, but they also expose themselves to
group criticism.
Nevertheless, according to other researchers, social behaviors, as a perceived agency
of the robot, can both positively and negatively influence trust competency and the ability
of socialization of a machine [43]. In our study, we observed that while children did not lose
trust in the robot overall, they gradually discovered that the robot is not able to perform
social behaviors, so their trust in its competency could change throughout the observation.
Another important aspect worth mentioning here is the impact of trust in CRI obser-
vations to understand children’s expectations and image of the robot. Observations in an
in-the-wild setting aim to bring more insights into real-life contextual interactions. Thanks
to the positive attitude of children towards robots such as Pepper or Nao, we can gather
more data about the nuances of such relationships. Children’s beliefs in Pepper’s state of
mind and its physical and cognitive abilities can be gleaned from their attitude towards
the robot and the questions they pose to the robot.
Trust can be a way to validate expectations for a robot. By confronting the mental
image of the robot created before the interaction, the child can modulate their expectations
in real-time and adapt them to the dynamics of the situation. One of these paths may
be questions asked to the robot (see [91] for the role of questions in shaping the child’s
knowledge). However, to be able to achieve the goal of exploration and cognition, some
kind of trust is often required—for example, to approach the robot closely, to examine
assumptions about its capabilities, to touch its parts and explore, to leave their comfort zone
to engage in the activity proposed by the robot and enjoy it. Further research exploring this
domain may show which of the robot’s behaviors are undesirable as part of the interaction
and which may encourage children to seek answers to their assumptions about the robot.
5. Conclusions
We aimed to highlight the role of trust and expectations in CRI. We identified several
behaviors in CRI that indicate trust (or lack thereof) of the children towards the robot. For
example, children are challenging the robot, observing its performance and approaching
it; they are eager to touch it; they are willing to engage with the robot and play together;
and they ask the robot direct questions (e.g., Observation 32). We observed that children
sometimes apply the rules of human–human social interaction in CRI, but sometimes adopt
a tool-like perspective.
Our study drew some conclusions regarding children’s expectations towards the
robot during CRI. For instance, children are prone to perceive robots as beings with
agency, origins, having human and non-human attributes, able to engage in human-like
relationships and being a part of a group by their behavior. Pre-schoolers easily change
their perspective from treating the robot as a human-like companion to treating it as a
machine. At the same time, some children are reluctant to ascribe typical human attributes
to the robot, contrary to the expectations of the other group members.
We also gathered insights into children’s attitude towards the robot’s physical appear-
ance, specifically of Pepper, which was the robot used in all the studies described here.
Children expressed their surprise that the robot did not have a bigger face, no legs and no
nose (or a small one). They also noticed that the robot’s movements are quite limited: for
example, in the Polish dance activity, the robot does not exactly follow the choreography
familiar to the children as it does not touch its toes. Regardless, the children continue to
make movements appropriate to the dance. However, they do not point to their “eyes,
ears, mouth, nose” as they follow Pepper’s behavior. During the play activities, when it is
natural for the children to move around, the limited ability of the robot to perform complex
movements hinders a positive reception. This suggests that children expect the robot to
have sophisticated movement abilities, e.g., walking.
Another thing worth implementing is to give the robot a personality in terms of likes
and dislikes. Children clearly expressed an interest in the robot’s favorite things, places
and people. Being able to answer these questions in a meaningful way would help to build
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a trust-based relationship, as children ask such questions to each other as well [97,98], and
the robot would be perceived as more of a social being. Moreover, it would be helpful for a
social robot to fulfill even some unrealistic expectations such as being able to fly or having
a family, as children are curious about them. For this, we need to provide the robot with a
script to be able to answer such questions reasonably and consistently so that the children
can relate to it.
We should also emphasize that in analyzing children’s expectations towards the robot,
we need to consider their unexpected and provocative behaviors towards it.
Another goal of our research was to demonstrate the effectiveness of in-the-wild
methodology for planning and executing CRI qualitative studies. In this regard, we can
draw the following conclusions:
1. In our study, children were able to express their expectations and beliefs freely. They
asked questions and shared their insights voluntarily, directly and frequently, which
resulted in a better understanding of the dynamics of interactions with the robot
and provided a natural environment for establishing social relationships between the
robot and the children.
2. We gathered a variety of qualitative data on children’s interaction with the robot,
thanks to the children being able to naturally express their needs and emotions during
free play episodes.
3. In contrast to dyadic settings (one child with one robot), our group setting allowed
us to observe real-life CRI at multiple levels; for example, the role of the facilitating
teacher and the impact of group dynamics on CRI.
4. By conducting observations in the natural settings of pre-schoolers, we can learn
about potential undesirable behaviors from the children (e.g., a lack of interest or
engagement) and about potential safety hazards of the robot (e.g., a child being
accidentally hurt by the robot because of approaching it too close). This allows us to
design more congenial and safe interaction CRI scenarios.
Finally, our study provides some guidelines for designing CRI scenarios with pre-
schoolers, which are summarized below:
1. We need to focus on children’s behaviors, including comments, challenging behaviors,
performed actions towards the robot and the wide range of questions they ask to the
robot. These provide direct expressions of children’s trust and expectations towards
the robot.
2. We need to prepare appropriate scripts for Q&A sessions with the robot. Our study
shows that the children are interested to know the robot’s likes and dislikes, bodily
functions and physical abilities. Thus, appropriate answers need to be provided
for them in the conversation scripts given to the robot. Just providing some pref-
erences for the robot for abstract concepts (e.g., assessing children’s ideas, cultural
aspects, mathematics and art) and non-abstract concepts (e.g., favorite movies, coun-
tries, environment for interaction and robot’s body part) would help connect with
the children.
3. It is helpful to choose a robot that can move around and naturally interact with
children using physical gestures. We need to help children with developing such ex-
pectations towards robots, that will help them understand its functioning, familiarize
with its possibilities and become aware of its limitations even before the interaction.
4. During CRI, it is helpful to use only those activities with which the child is familiar,
or that can be easily learned within the group. We should avoid overwhelming
children with the situation, and it is crucial to have a trusted adult (parent or a
teacher) available to facilitate the interaction and comfort the child if needed.
6. Limitations
Even though our study identified several factors that affect trust and expectations
in CRI, it has some limitations. For example, the group setting used in our CRI activities
makes it difficult to incorporate user-derived adaptation factors in the interaction [95].
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Adaptation to user characteristics is an effective aid to engagement: the more personalized
the experience of playing with a robot, the more engaging the interaction. For in-the-
wild approaches in a group setting, such adaptation is more difficult and needs to be
studied further.
Despite many advantages of the in-the-wild methodology, there are also some risks
arising from the unpredictable course of each interaction. Although it is the investigator’s
responsibility to carefully plan the interaction and ensure that the study is as reliable
and accurate as possible, there may be differences that prevent or significantly hinder a
comparative analysis between groups. For instance, in our study, we designed observations
with two groups of children, using the same interaction scenario for each. Nonetheless, the
exact course of interaction was not fully predictable and manageable due to the spontaneous
and unpredictable responses of the participants. For example, we incorporated a robot
malfunction behavior in our study, and one group of children started to mimic the sound
of an ambulance during this episode, which was an unexpected behavior.
Another limitation is the potential for variability among researchers in interpreting
children’s behaviors during CRI. For this, we need to develop standardized coding schemes
and intervals [99] that do not show wide inter-subjective variance.
7. Future Research
While we explored a few factors affecting trust and expectations in CRI using an
in-the-wild methodology, several related research issues need to be further studied. For
example, we need to apply theories of group dynamics and interpersonal communication
to understand how children in a group behave towards the robot. In one study conducted
in Turkey [100], we noticed that one boy had a very dominant personality, so other children
followed his lead while interacting with the robot. An interesting question would be to
compare observations of group dynamics in children with and without the robot, focusing
on how children take on the roles of a leader, a follower or an observer. This requires
conducting a comparative study with a control group where a human, unfamiliar to the
children, performs the same role as the robot in the experimental group.
Another issue that can be studied using in-the-wild methodologies is the expectations
gap [22], which appears when the participants have too high or misleading expectations
towards a robot due to a mistaken image of it. We observed it in our study as well—Pepper
was not able to meet all children’s expectations for its physical abilities (flying and walking)
which might have restrained them from interacting freely with the robot. The robot’s
lack of human-like mobility seemed to be one of the most dissatisfying matters: “Does
Pepper move?” was one of the most frequently asked questions; children’s comments also
included: “You look like you can’t move, “Can you dance the waltz? I bet you cannot”.
One possibility of avoiding the expectations gap is to condition the children’s expectations
before they interact with the robot through presentations, videos and discussion. The
expectations gap can also be studied by comparing the CRI patterns of two groups of
children: one who received a prior briefing about the robot, and the other who received a
similar briefing but unrelated to the robot.
Another interesting path of research on CRI we would like to pursue in the future is
to perform longitudinal studies using an in-the-wild paradigm. A meta-analysis dealing
with the methodology of research in the field of social robotics indicates that longitudinal
research is underrepresented [17]. Long-term studies, where CRI is repeated with the same
participants in the same and in different situations over some time, can help us learn about
how children’s mental models of robots evolve, as they become habituated to the robot.
We are planning to conduct such studies by having robot-led interactive sessions with the
same group of children regularly.
Another issue for future research is to study children’s challenging behaviors towards
robots. In the past, some researchers have focused on children’s aggressive behaviors
towards a robot [101], for example where children invade the robot’s space or engage in
a harmful pattern of behavior. These are considered as negative aspects of CRI, which
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should be discouraged in the interaction. However, in our study, challenging behaviors
(e.g., drawing the robot’s attention to itself by shouting its name or demanding an answer
to a question) were perceived as positive aspects of the interaction, indicating a sense
of comfort for the participants. Eventually, both these positive and negative aspects of
children’s behaviors towards the robot need to be integrated in a larger framework. Only
then will we be able to design a platform for safe, reliable and fun interaction between
preschool children and humanoid robots.
Various social robots are proliferating in our society in increasingly larger numbers;
there is a pressing need to further explore real-life contexts and interaction frameworks
for social robots. Some studies are already being conducted: for instance, children and
adults interacting with a robot in a shopping mall [102] or children dancing with a robot
in the classroom [103]. Some researchers have focused on HCI and HRI applicability in
real-life situations in general [104], while others have provided guidelines on using robots
in children’s natural environment, such as in a kindergarten [105]. However, we need to
conduct many more in-the-wild studies on CRI to be able to design and develop social
robots that can be deployed effectively in the real world.
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